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Abstract: The aim of the project is to design an intelligent system to identify and to analyze the Gait movements. Gait in the 

project is identified using MEMS accelerometer sensor and the data is sent to PC wirelessly using Wi-Fi and analysis is done 

by plotting on MATLAB. 

Human gait refers to locomotion achieved through the movement of human limbs. Human gait is defined as bipedal, biphasic 

forward propulsion of center of gravity of the human body, in which there are alternate sinuous movements of different 

segments of the body with least expenditure of energy. Different gait patterns are characterized by differences in limb 

movement patterns, overall velocity, forces, kinetic and potential energy cycles, and changes in the contact with the 

surface (ground, floor, etc.). Human gaits are the various ways in which a human can move, either naturally or as a result of 

specialized training. 
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I. Introduction 

 

The aim of the project is to design an intelligent system to identify and to analyze the Gait movements. Gait in the project is identified 

using MEMS accelerometer sensor and the data is sent to PC wirelessly using Wi-Fi and analysis is done by plotting on MATLAB. 

Human gait refers to locomotion achieved via use of human limb movement Our locomotion be described like a bilateral, 

bicontinuously upward movement of such mammalian bodies natural centroid (76 82 55), wherein diverse body portions interchange 

sinuous movements well with 46 The least quantity of energy is expended. Varieties in gait analysis 32 differing gait rhythms. total 

motion, stresses, energy of a system fuel cycles, all upper extremity motor function as well as modifications in the sensor's contact. 

The varied ways where another individual move are referred to as sentient motion. Humans have the ability to movement, either 

spontaneously or as a consequence of sophisticated equipment training. 

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a fourth-generation programming language and computational numerical environment. MATLAB is 

a software program developed by MathWorks that allows you to manipulate matrices and plot functions and data, algorithm 

implementation, user interface design, and interacting with C, C++, and Java programs were examples for other languages and 

FORTRAN. 

Wi-Fi (Short for Wireless Fidelity be the information communication technique across the air using radio frequency. Initial Wi-Fi 

rates range from 1 to 2 megabits per second. Wi-Fi uses the 2.4 GHz frequency spectrum to deliver data. It makes use of the frequency 

idea, technique for division multiplexing Wi-Fi technology has a range of 40-300 feet.  

The main controlling device of the whole system is a microcontroller. MEMS accelerometer sensor and Wi-Fi module is interfaced 

by microcontroller. The microcontroller gets information regarding the gait movements through MEMS accelerometer sensor and 

passes information to PC wirelessly via Wi-Fi. The data received by PC is accessed by MATLAB software and plotting is done. 

 

II. Embedded Systems Introduction 

 

A microcontroller is a technology that is developed to do on or more tasks, frequently under time limitations. It is frequently included 

as half of a comprehensive device. Hardware and mechanical components are included. A general-purpose computer, on the other 

hand. A computer (PC), for example, is meant to own and satisfy a huge range of needs end-user requirements. Many modern devices 

are controlled by embedded systems. Embedded technology are systems that are integrated into a larger system. One or more major 

processing cores, which are commonly either CPUs or GPUs, are in charge of the system. DSPs (digital signal processors) or 

microcontrollers (DSP). The most important attribute, however, being noted to a single activity, which may have the use of extremely 
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powerful processors Air For contrast, speed enforcement technology might be considered incorporated. Deny the reality that there 

have been of them, specialized subregional interconnections linking runways and machines Radar stations. (At least several of the 

sensor's two implantation frames is very certainly present.) plan designers may use the installed framework to focus on certain projects 

because it is dedicated to them.) improve it to reduce the object's bulk and expense while increasing its unshakable grade 

as well as implementation. 

Flexibility and automation are present in almost every circumstance. As an example, some components of mobile computers are 

shared with implanted frameworks, such as the working environment. They are powered by frameworks and microchips, yet they 

allow for a variety of applications to still be tiered and connected with accessories Furthermore, even frames that don't find out about 

programmable macros. Of most general, a vital ingredient must assist. Recharges the content on a scale of "versatile" to "instilled," 

huge is at the top of the list. Irrespective over whether applying these strategies include individual parts, they can have subdimensions 

at some very concentrations. Generally, the system is "designed to accomplish either one a few dedicated operations," and is thus 

appropriate to call "inserted." A slashing representation of a 3D system that has been implemented. The foundation is displayed in 

fig-1.  

 
Fig-1: Latest structure of embedded system 

Fig -1: A present day illustration of implanted framework mentioned parts Semiconductor (4), Sram (6), and streaking storage are 

among the parts with labels (7). Building apps with imbedded platforms isn't the same as regular Computerized media. 

Writing for an embedded foundation is similar to scripting for a living organism in many aspects ten years ago, I was developing a 

computer. In most cases, the application's technology is chosen. Make the device as unobtrusive as possible. Adding a $1 to each 

machine to make it better. Those that are easier to program can quickly add up. Hiring professional computer programmer for an 

upcoming project. In terms of connection, adding another week is little. As a result, the computer programmer must handle sluggish 

CPUs and little ram while enlisting the help of a Some PC apps do not have this necessity for effectiveness. Here's a breakdown of 

what's going on. a list of concerns aimed towards the entered element. 
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III. MEHODOLOGY 

 

 
 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 
 

 The main controlling device of the whole system is a microcontroller. MEMS accelerometer sensor is the device which sense the X, 

Y, Z directions in 3D of human limbs movements and Wi-Fi module are interfaced to the microcontroller. 

 The microcontroller gets information regarding the gait movements through MEMS accelerometer sensor. 

 Crystal Oscillator gives the clock input for the process. 

 ADC – Analog to Digital Convertor converts the analog data to digital and sends the data to PC wirelessly through Wi-Fi.  
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 The data received by PC is accessed by MATLAB software and the LED indicators blink as blue light for every second and plotting 

is done. 

 

  
  

Fig-2: MEMS sensor 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

It has been designed to incorporate aspects from so many machinery pieces that are used. The existence of every module was already 

carefully considered and placed, resulting in the optimum possible operation of system. Additionally, the work was successfully 

completed by applying very advanced IC's with the help of growing technology. Which is why the effort is being properly designed 

and tested. 
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